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SPRAY MOP
item no: HD-SM

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE:
The Hilway Direct Spray Mop includes the following:
Handle (A)
Lower Pole (B)
Mop Base (C)
Cleaning Pad (D)
Refillable Cartridge Bottle (E)
For Use On:
Polyurethane and factory finished wood, cork, bamboo, laminate
and vinyl. Do not use on waxed wood floors.
Mop Care:
Machine wash mop pad after each use and allow it to air dry. Do
not use fabric softener.
Store mop with cartridge bottle inserted.

A. Handle
Mango

To Use Assembled Spray Mop:
1. Unscrew top of Cleaning Liquid Bottle (D) and fill bottle with
Hilway Direct Hardwood & Laminate Floor Cleaner (ready
to use). Replace bottle top and insert filled cartridge into
receptacle on lower pole.
2. Put mop pad, white side up, onto mop base. Press down
on mop base to secure velcro attachment.
3. Before mopping, sweep or vacuum floor to remove loose
dirt particles and debris.
4. To mop floor, pull trigger on spray mop handle (A) to
release cleaner and wipe floor with mop in a back and forth
motion. When possible wipe in the direction with the grain
of the floor. Work in small sections, approximately 4 ft x 4
ft, until floor is cleaned. Mopped area will air dry quickly. Do
not allow cleaner to dry on floor before wiping. Do not use
on waxed wood floors.

B. Lower Pole
Palo inferior
C. Mop base / Base para mopa

D. Cleaning Liquid Bottle
Botella de liquide de
limpieza

E. Cleaning pad / Almohadilla para limpieza

See reverse for assembly instructions.
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SPRAY MOP
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ILLUSTRATED ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
Connect handle (A) to lower pole (B) by aligning the guide on
(B) and Arrow on (A) then snap together.

`

Place lower pole (B) onto mop base (C) and snap into bracket.
Place cleaning pad (D) onto mop base (C).
plastic
button
Botón
plástico

Hole
Agujero

Snap B
Ensamblar B

Remove cap from cartridge (E) and click into place on lower
mop pole (B).
Always store mop with the bottle inserted.
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